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 Introduction: Z-effect & Reverse Z-effect  are the complications described for cephalomedullary nails with 2 
proximal head screws1-4. In Z-effect, inferior screw displaces laterally,  superior screw migrates medially, which 
results in penetration into the hip joint and varus collapse at fracture site1,2,4.  

Case: We report a complication, hitherto not described before, in an osteoporotic octogenarian patient who 
suffered intertrochanteric fracture (Fig. 1) and underwent twin interlocking & compression screw 
cephalomedullary nail (HFN, Syncera, Massachusetts) (Fig. 2).  

• The inferior screw backed out laterally & proximal one penetrated into the hip 4 weeks post-op (Fig. 3).  
• This necessitated removal of protruding screw under local anesthesia (Fig. 4).  
• It was followed by implant removal & long stem bipolar hemiarthroplasty to enable mobilization (Fig. 5).  

Conclusion:  
• We aim to make the surgeons aware of this rare mode of failure and suggest that it should be considered as 

the Z-effect equivalent for twin interlocking derotation & compression screw cephalomedullary nail.  
• This calls for biomechanical studies involving twin interlocking derotation & compression screw 

cephalomedullary nail to study the effect and genesis of Z-effect in this implant which will help solve the 
query, as raised in the title. 

Discussion: Z-effect  occurs due to: 
1. Unstable medial cortex4   2.   Axial loading in varus1,2 
3.       Lateral buttress deficiency4  4.   Osteoporosis2,4 
• In IM nails like HFN/InterTAN, the threads of the proximal screws are integrated. Hence we don’t expect 

migration of the proximal screws in the opposite direction, which is seen in our case.  
• Integrated screw thread mechanism was believed to prevent Z-effect, but the present case highlights the 

importance of understanding the on-going biomechanics in more elusive manner. 
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